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INTRODUCTION 

 

Not all infill proposals are good infill proposals - despite some industry groups, builders 

and over enthusiastic planners & architects suggesting this must be the case. Not 

every community railing against a density proposal is by definition an uninformed 

group of ‘nimbys’ who just ‘don’t get it’. Such stereotyping is self serving, and 

damaging to the important cause of advancing sound infill within established areas.  

 

The Town of Cambridge, Amendment 31 existed as a prime example of how a 

proponent (in this case a local authority, can get it horribly wrong with extremely 

poor planning judgement, an arrogant dismissive approach to consultation by 

elected members and a stubborn refusal to accept reality. It showed how 

communities have every right to question the specifics of each proposal and 

demand quality outcomes for their streets. It shows they can be right and are often 

better informed than a proponent when it comes to measuring acceptability.   

 

A31 also demonstrated that (eventually) our planning system can identify these 

abject failures, reject them and insist that more balanced planning strategies be 

pursued. It is just a shame it can take so long. A 31 as presented by the Town was 

rejected by the DoP, the WAPC and the Minister, for all the right planning reasons; 

 

- Contrary to various State and local planning policies; 

- Involved blanket density change throughout traditional streets 

rather than confining urban consolidation to centres and corridors 

as required by Perth and Peel at 3.5 million; 

- Ignored the importance of  public transport to support infill; 

- Pursued fundamental density change in the absence of either a 

local planning strategy or a local housing strategy and against the 

backdrop of an 18 year old out of date town planning scheme; 

- Did not address housing affordability & diversity objectives; 

- Lacked suitable built form controls and design guidelines to address 

character and heritage (these are “Garden Suburbs); 

- Used an inappropriate statutory mechanism to by-pass the R Codes 

and increase density;  

- Would have set a poor planning precedent (lack of any local 

strategic planning framework) 

 

The Minister for Planning’s subsequent attempt to fix the original A31 was also flawed 

but eventually rejected  when the problems became evident. It too had proposed a 

‘blanket’ style of upcoding in large (district centre sized) catchments around three 

small local centres. It too ignored the special character of these suburbs, the 

appropriate locational context for density, the need for a consistent application of 

state and local policy and the need for tight design controls where traditional streets 

were being impacted.  

 

It is worth understanding these facts in a little more detail to appreciate why the new 

Minister made the correct decision to ultimately reject this rogue amendment, why 

the decision reaffirms the importance of due process and policy compliance and 

why we do not need this type of ‘medium density spew’ invading traditional single 

residential streets to meet infill targets. 
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SUBSTANTIAL IMPACTS ON TRADITIONAL STREETS  

 

The original Amendment 31 focussed on significant density change, spread 

randomly through every traditional single residential street of two entire suburbs 

creating the potential (thru an “Additional Use Right”) for medium density apartment 

development on (in some cases) every lot in the street.  The Minister’s modifications 

would have generated even more problems as it; 

 

- Encouraged stand alone subdivision which would have created a 

swathe of hated ‘battleaxe’ lots; 

- Provided no link between built form and the right to subdivide; 

- Was to rely heavily on policy and not scheme provisions for 

enforcement; 

- Treated local centres as district centres with respect to the 

application of catchment sizes and density allocation; 

- Compromised the ability for key activity centres to promote density 

housing; 

- Created an old school planning framework enabling very poor 

quality medium density in high quality single residential streets. 

 

  

 

          
                                    ‘Batleaxes’                                    Side Driveways 

 

 

Neither proposals addressed the real density and infill potentials within and 

around the Floreat Forum and Wembley Activity centre areas, as a first infill 

priority. 

 

The community expressed very legitimate concerns before, during and after the 

advertising period which saw a record number of 2200 submissions opposing A31. 

 

If A31 had proceeded, traditional streets would have been subject to purely profit 

driven subdivision and lower standard medium density redevelopments, rather than 

generating more quality offerings by reputable developers providing true diversity of 

housing around key supporting infrastructure.  
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                           Battleaxe Lots                                         Triplex Stratas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
‘Cemeteries for the Living’ (Malcolm Mackay) 
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The real impacts involved moving from this; 

 

   
  Floreat 

 

 

 
                                 

                                      The Boulevard, Floreat  
 

TO THIS... 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                     Medium Density Strata & Reduced Setbacks 
 

 

 
                     
 

 

- Battleaxe subdivision and ‘houses in backyards’; 

- Duplex & triplexes and old school ‘villa style’ strata’s; 

- Access driveways along entire side boundaries;  

- Major parking issues (in low public transport areas); 

- No real housing diversity just more of the same; 

- Single residential amenity and streetscapes significantly impacted; 

- Loss of traditional character and heritage values; 
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ACTIVITY CENTRES & CORRIDORS AND URBAN CONSOLIDATION 

 

A31 clearly conflicted with the urban consolidation priorities of Perth & Peel at 3.5 

Million which sought to locate density around activity centres and along activity 

corridors (those with high frequency public transport). It is also very focussed on the 

need protect traditional streets and neighbourhoods - that is - those removed from 

major activity centres and high frequency public transport.  

 

There are three activity centres in the Town of Cambridge being West Leederville, 

Wembley and the Floreat Forum. There are three main activity corridors (Cambridge 

and Grantham Streets - to Selby St - and Selby Street itself.   

 

 

 

 
 

The first Department of Planning Report to the WAPC on the original A31 criticised its 

inconsistency with Perth & Peel saying; 

 

“higher density residential should be provided around urban 

consolidation areas being activity centres, station precincts and along 

higher frequency bus routes” where “targeted increases in the density 

and diversity of mixed use development housing and employment 

have the most potential to occur ” and that within the amendment 

area “only the Floreat Forum is identified as an activity centre in P&P 

whilst the broader suburban areas of City Beach, Floreat and Mt 

Claremont are not identified for urban consolidation; 
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The Report also noted that Perth and Peel seeks to; 

 

“minimise the impact of infill development on existing suburbs and 

retain existing built up residential character and amenity”. 

 

These remained equally valid criticisms of the subsequent proposal by Minister Day 

which involved blanket recodings to triple densities in district centre sized 

catchments around three small local centres.  It was still infill in the wrong locations 

with few controls and a major impact on traditional streets.  

 
(It is worth also noting that “other” form of infill mentioned in Perth and Peel referenced as 

“incremental” references change in traditional streets but is based on a more natural change 

occurring under those existing development potentials under operative planning regimes. It is not a 

form of infill to be activated by recoding as blanket recodings are discouraged in Perth and Peel). 

 

 

LACK OF A LOCAL PLANNING STRATEGY &  LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY 

 

Amendment 31 was strongly criticised in the DoP Report as it was being pursued by 

the Town without either a local planning strategy or local housing strategy in place, 

to provide  context and rational to such density increases.  

 

 
 City Beach Streetscape 

 

 

The Officers report on the original A31 stated; 

 

“Support (to A31) in the absence of a local housing strategy or local 

planning strategy could undermine the requirements for similar 

amendments to be supported by comprehensive strategic planning”;  

 

“A comprehensive study in the context of a local housing strategy into 

appropriate dwelling types, density and development controls is 

required to ensure an optimal outcome is achieved”; and 

 

“Support for the Amendment could be interpreted by other Local 

Governments as support for proposals involving broad scale upcoding 

/ development intensification in locations that are not identified for 

urban consolidation in WAPC policies.” 
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Once again these were recognised as equally relevant criticisms of the former 

Ministers second version and clearly fatal flaws as far as due planning process was 

concerned. 

 

It is worth noting that the new Council has now initiated a local planning strategy 

process but it is some way off completion. This – and finalisation of key activity centre 

plans - should still precede any attempts at such significant and widespread density 

increases if our planning system is to retain its integrity.  

 

 

CENTRE CATCHMENT SIZES 

 

There is a big difference between how planning treats local/neighbourhood centres 

and larger activity centres with respect to catchment sizes, land uses and density 

expectations.  The revised version of A31however treated them as being almost the 

same by applying density increases based on a large 400m walkable catchment.  

 

This was not just contrary to Perth & Peel statements on activity centre planning and 

the need to protect traditional streets (and the need for local planning first), but  

also odds with State Planning Policy No 4.2 which references 400 metres as the 

preferred catchment distance applicable to activity centres NOT local centres.  

 

The figure below shows size of the catchment applied around Gayton Road Local 

Centre in A31 to support the re coding, overlayed on Floreat Forum Activity Centre 

catchment.... almost the same sizes! 
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As another example, - the catchment size around the small Birkdale Centre in A31 

was about the same size as that being used to plan the Wembley and Forum 

Activity Centres(see figure below). 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Assigning a density uplift in this ad hoc manner was also going to compromise the 

ability of the activity centres themselves to consolidate and develop more 

appropriate density and housing types within and around those centres which is 

where it should be located. 

 

 

LACK OF BUILT FORM AND SUBDIVISION CONTROLS  

 

The Department of Planning Report criticised original Amendment 31 for the lack of 

any accompanying design or built form guidelines – It found that this meant the 

actual impact on existing suburbs and their residential heritage, character and 

amenity “would be ‘unclear’.  

 

This was also a relevant criticism of the Minister’s proposal, as any design and 

building controls were completely absent. In fact the few controls inserted from the 

original had also disappeared. Those left simply encouraged those medium density 

building types and “battleaxe” subdivisions mentioned earlier – not appropriate in 

these areas. 
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                              Triplex Strata                                      Multiple Crossovers 

 

          
                        Streetscape Impact                                     What is lost! 

 

Whilst the old A31 sought to prevent vacant lot subdivision and focus very much on 

housing outcomes to try to deliver diversity the Ministers new proposal curiously 

included no requirement for any direct alignment between built form and 

subdivision. The notion of development being coordinated to look like a single house 

and blend in with the existing streetscape (a noble ambition) had disappeared. 

 

Just using the R Codes with a few basic variations to control this type of infill is a 

totally inappropriate planning response in any established area.  At the very least 

where medium density might adjoin an activity centre, standards must be tailored to 

suit local conditions in these transitional areas and matters addressed at the very 

least should include considerations applied in new estates. For example; 

 

- Tailored site cover provisions to address local conditions 

- Tailored setback provisions to address local conditions 

- Consideration of topography and existing vegetation 

- Garage setbacks standards to primary streets 

- Width of garage doors to street 

- Landscaping requirements in setback areas 

- Detailed wall requirements for street boundaries 

- Building heights, bulk and scale 

- Link between titling and built form timing to ensure full co ordination 

- Ancillary dwelling status 

- Encouraging retention of existing dwellings in redevelopment 

- Dwelling appearance, orientation and presentation to street 

- On site and visitor parking standards considering local conditions 

- Driveways on boundaries/ Crossover locations/widths/specifications   

- Bin storage/External staircases 

- Basement parking standards and requirements 
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Some of these were detailed in the first A31 proposal rejected and warrant revisiting 

as standards applicable to medium density areas around activity centres. It is an 

approach recommended in the Diverse City by Design Fact Sheet produced by the 

WAPC. The lack of such thoughtful design management however should be the 

death knell of any infill amendment. 

 

 

HOUSING DIVERSITY 

 

Achieving true housing diversity, even in more traditional streets, does not mean 

trashing the residential environments you already have. In terms of neighbourhoods 

it does not mean everything must be the same everywhere. We should embrace 

neighbourhood diversity as well as more targeted housing diversity, but not seek to 

significantly change character on a large scale especially in these traditional 

suburban areas. 

 

In addition the form of medium density housing A31 would have generated already 

abounds nearby, satisfying any demand which might exist for this type of lifestyle. 

What is an increasingly rare commodity however, insofar as diversity is concerned, is 

the single residential based neighbourhood typologies of City Beach and Floreat 

which remain legitimate housing and lifestyle choices themselves and ones worth 

preserving of diversity it cover the full spectrum. 

 

The original A31 was promoted as a means to create diversity or “housing options” 

as the brochure promised. It was supposed to allow for aging place and adaptable 

dwellings – but this was all pure fantasy. Any detailed review of the Amendments 

statutory content including preparation of actual designs using those standards 

revealed quire clearly that the amendment would not create potential for suitable 

housing for empty nesters and single person households or the elderly looking to 

downsize.  

 

All that would arise in the absence of proper controls and restrictions would have 

been more large family sized homes jammed onto blocks in single residential areas 

unsuited to such infill and remote from public transport.  The amendment would 

prove to be an opportunity to ‘cash up and cash out’ rather than one which would 

generate true housing diversity options or facilitate an aging in place strategy.  

 

To ensure diversity is delivered and adaptable housing provided far more attention 

needed to be placed on site planning, building restrictions, design controls and 

even floor space limits.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

Organisations with an interest in brutalising character neighbourhoods with cheap 

infill housing such as the Property Council would have us believe the rejection of a 31 

was a mistake, contrary to the government’s infill objectives and pandering to 

nimbys. To the contrary. It actually affirmed the integrity of the planning system to 

weed out rogue proposals and the fact decision makers are prepared to abide by 

policy. Approval to A31 would have shown the opposite by providing carte blanche 

to insensitive redevelopment in these traditional streets with few relevant controls to 

manage built form. Good for those seeking a quick profit through subdivision and an 

unconstrained build but not so good for the existing community intent on preserving 

the streets and their lifestyle as anticipated in planning policy. 

 

Amendment 31 was a planning aberration and was also proving to be a major 

impediment to the Town constructively engaging with stakeholders to progress its 

forward planning and implementing Perth and Peel at 3.5 Million.   

 

If nothing else the A31 debacle has incentivised the new Council to under more 

strategic planning and has educated the community about what infill should look 

like. The Town is now embarking on a sensible process involving, 

 

- A new Local Planning Strategy; 

- A new Local Housing Strategy (prepared as part of the LPS); 

- A town planning scheme update which should follow the strategic 

planning; 

- The Wembley Activity Centre Structure Plan is on advertising); 

- A new Floreat Forum Activity Centre Structure Plan is to follow; 

 

It is not unreasonable to expect a planning framework which delivers good 

outcomes. It is also clear that not all infill is good infill whilst those with vested interests 

might continue to push this perverse logic.  

 

Every community has the right to expect... 

 

The Right Density, in the Right Locations 

with the Right Controls.” 

 

 

 

 

 


